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DON’T MISS! 
Upcoming events in July: Fans 
Day Saturday 21st and AGM & 
Captains & Coaches Forum 
Wednesday 25th July. 

 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION YEAR OFF TO 
GOOD START 
 
Welcome to the 2nd edition of the newsletter of YOUR Supporters’ 
Trust. The aim is to publish 2 or 3 times a year to keep you up to date 
with all the WWST news and to help raise awareness of what we are 
all about. If you are already a member – thanks for your support – if 
not, have a look at the great things we are involved with and sign up 
today! Help us grow bigger, stronger, better! 
 
You can find out more about what we are and what we do on our 
website at www.squadbuilder.co.uk Look out for the sections on how 
to join, members’ benefits, upcoming events and previous news and 
newsletters. 2012 is our tenth year and we really want to grow our 
membership to help us help the club’s fantastic youth development and 
put on events for all to enjoy. 
 
It doesn’t seem long since the last newsletter, but already half the 
season has gone! The WWST has enjoyed a stadium tour, fans forum 
and the 8th annual quiz night recently was once again a sell-out and 
massive success. On the pitch the first team is again at the right end of 
the table whilst admittedly not always quite reaching the same high 
standards just yet of the second half of 2011. 
 
Best of all, the continued progress being made by all involved in youth 
development is continuing to bear rich rewards. Gareth O’Brien, Brad 
Dwyer and Ben Currie have all made big impacts at first grade and 
whilst they and others have been called away from the u20s by first 
team or loan spells, the u20s team continues to go from strength to 
strength and is top of their table. 
 
Warrington are of course the current holders of the RL Nines trophy 
and this year’s competition is now well underway, with our team 
enjoying good success in the group stages and have qualified for the 
Finals night at Headingley on Tuesday 26th June, where Ryan Shaw 
will be running in the Fastest Man Sprint. 

 

 

Warrington Wolves Supporters’ Trust, 

Warrington Wolves RLFC, 

Halliwell Jones Stadium, 

Winwick Road. 

 

https://www.squadbuilder.co.uk 

info@squadbuilder.co.uk 

https://www.facebook.com/Squadbuilder 

Twitter: @WarrWolvesSt 

 

 

 

If you have picked up a printed copy of this newsletter and would like 
to receive the next issue via email, please consider joining WWST. If 
you are an existing member, maybe we don’t have your email address. 
Please email us at info@squadbuilder.co.uk and we will add you to the 
list. If you missed it, its not too late to catch-up with Issue 1, still 
available at: 

http://www.squadbuilder.co.uk/NewsletterJanuary2012Issue1.pdf 
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TWENTY SQUADBUILDER PLAYERS IN 2012 FIRST GRADE SQUAD 
 

Pictured above, left to right, WWST Board members Roy Chicken, Godfrey Gwilliam, Joyce Woods with 2012 First Grade 
Squadbuilder supported players Brad Dwyer, Rhys Williams, Chris Riley, Brooke Broughton, James Saltonstall, Jordan Burke, 
Gareth O’Brien, Ben Helliwell, Tyrone McCarthy, Matty Blythe, Rhys Evans, James Mendieka, Ben Evans, James Laithwaite, 
Ben Harrison, Danny Bridge, Mike Cooper, Ben Currie, Glenn Riley (courtesy of Bob Brough) 

In Issue 1 of our Newsletter we published the photo taken at the start of 2011 showing the 14 players either 
playing in or training with the first team squad to have received support from Squadbuilder during their 
junior development. Above is the 2012 version – with the number of players having risen to 20 (19 pictures 
plus Ryan Shaw. Lee Mitchell would be 21 if not out on loan for the season). We feel it really does provide 
a striking demonstration of the results of the hard work put in by all at the club and the help our support 
brings. We know the club and the players themselves feel the same and indeed this picture currently takes 
pride of place above the desk of John Bastian, the club’s Director of Youth Development. 
 
 
Stadium Tour Report 
 
On the chilly morning of Saturday 2nd February, WWST members gathered at the HJ for a full tour of the 
impressive facilities it has to offer. Everyone seemed to really enjoy the tour which took 90 minutes - 
despite not having the 1st team training there (as had been planned) due to the weather. 
 
Check out our Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/Squadbuilder where there are some pictures. 
Remember to "like" the page (this page has replaced the old group we used to have). 
 
The tour started in Main Reception before heading up the stairs to the Community Floor where Rob 
Croston from the Wolves Foundation talked passionately about all the fantastic work done for and in the 
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community via various sporting, educational and cultural initiatives. We saw the facilities available such as 
the classrooms and radio station. 
 
Then it was onto the upper floor of the North Stand to see the Mike Gregory Lounge, Hall of Fame lounge, 
hospitality boxes and Vice Presidents Lounge. The Changing rooms were next before we got a chance to 
wander around the new corners and check the new views, not to mention get a feel for how different the 
stadium seems now. Everyone was looking forward to it on matchday! 
 

   
Pictured above, WWST members enjoy a tour of the stadium with the new corners on show and finding out what it is like sitting 
in the changing rooms. (courtesy of Squadbuilder) 
 
 
Power Of The Wolves 
 
Warrington Wolves Supporters' Trust & SquadBuilder purchase Tendo units for use by Warrington Wolves 
strength and conditioning department. 
 
Lifting weights are used to develop explosive power, maximum strength and performance in virtually every 
sport. Strength alone does not guarantee high performance. Power is the most important ingredient in many 
sports. It is the ability to develop strength fast and it is a product of strength and velocity of muscular 
contraction. 
 
Tendo Units are special computer systems used for the measurement of power and velocity. Each system 
consists of 2 parts - a microcomputer and a velocity sensor unit.  When the players lift weights, the Tendo 
unit monitors the speed and power of the bar so the only thing that is trained is the fast twitch fibres that are 
desired for rugby. 
 
Chris Baron, Wolves' head of strength and conditioning, said: "In terms of the importance to Warrington 
Wolves these Tendo units will help in the development of more explosive, faster players and is the next 
step in their development. The athletes that are present through all age groups are big and strong, and the 
units will help them become faster and have the ability to go into contact with a lot more force." 
 
Pictured, below left, Chris Baron puts u20s player Glenn Riley to the test with the new Tendo Unit, whilst below right; the same 
player tries out the punchbag equipment also funded by Squadbuilder. 
(courtesy of www.squadbuilder.co.uk) 
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Fans Forum Report 

 
Fans were treated to an insight into the thoughts of players 
Joel Monaghan, Trent Waterhouse, Stefan Ratchford, Chris 
Hill and Rhys Evans at a Forum hosted by Graham Lovett 
at the Halliwell Jones stadium.  
 
The panel and fans were in good spirits following the win 
at Wigan. The players gave amusing and candid updates on 
various topics including the salary cap, video referees, the 
‘iPitch’ at Widnes and pre season training in Australia. 

Pictured left, Joel Monaghan, Trent Waterhouse, Chris Hill and Rhys 
Evans. (courtesy of Squadbuilder) 

Trent Waterhouse or 'House' said he and his family are settling in well and he is enjoying the Super League 
experience. Stefan Ratchford is obviously the joker and revealed he had attended 6 games of rugby the 
previous weekend presumably to occupy his time while he recovers from his recent shoulder operation. 
Chris Hill enthused about his chance to play for the Wolves and thoroughly enjoyed his first experience at 
the DW stadium. Joel Monaghan spoke about how noisy the crowds are over here compared with Australia. 
Rhys Evans hopes to be back to full fitness soon after a freak training accident has restricted his games so 
far this season. 
 
The draw for the Challenge Cup took place during the forum and the away tie at Keighley was agreed to be 
satisfactory in as much we had avoided another Super League team at this stage. 
 
Our thanks go to everyone who attended the event, the fans, the players and to Graham Lovett for hosting 
the whole event in his usual very professional manner. Thanks also to Karl Fitzpatrick and Debbie 
Blackburn for the player appearances. 
 
The winner of the draw for Supporters' Trust Gold Members was Kate Yuile. Kate wins hospitality for 2 at 
a Super League fixture. 
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Quiz Night Report 
 
The Original Wire Named Quiz Champions 
 
Warrington Wolves Supporters Trust Annual Quiz Night was once again great success in May. This ever 
popular event saw another packed Martin Dawes Suite as 34 teams of six (plus two players/coaches each) 
battled it out answering general knowledge and RL questions. 
 
Wolves boss Tony Smith was the question master along with Sky Sports Angela Powers. 'The Original 
Wire' the outright winners, whilst 'Tony's Tripe Hounds' and 'Sniffer's Super Sexy Six' came second and 
third respectively, with third spot determined by a three way tie-break question. 

   

Pictured above, from left to right, Quiz Winners ‘The Original Wire’, Runners Up ‘Tony’s Tripe Hounds’, Third Place ‘Sniffer’s 
Sexy Six’. (courtesy of Squadbuilder) 

A big thank-you to all those who attended and for those involved in organising and running the event. The 
fantastic total of £1450 was raised on the night – all of which will be ploughed back into more great youth 
development work. 

   

Pictured above, from left to right, Last Place ‘Day Dreamers’, Best Name Winners, the Quiz Night. (courtesy of Squadbuilder) 

The winner of the draw for Supporters' Trust Gold Members was Geoff Walters. Geoff wins hospitality for 
2 at a Super League fixture. 
 
 
Rugby League World Cup 2013 
 
Squadbuilder members on 2013 World Cup Fans Local Advisory Group 
 
Rugby League World Cup 2013 host town Warrington will be represented by two supporters in the Fans 
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Local Advisory Group. The Fans Local Advisory Group (FLAG) has been created to give fans a voice in 
the planning for Rugby League World Cup 2013 made up of representatives from all the communities 
hosting games. FLAG will meet regularly with tournament organisers to share and discuss their views and 
will be encouraged to maintain a regular dialogue through social media. 
 
Wolves' supporters Alex Chicken and Simon Bishop are both members of SquadBuilder and the Supporters 
Trust and will be the voice of the town with their role being to represent the interests of Warrington as a 
host town as well as providing a general fan view on a range of tournament initiatives. 
 
Warrington has been confirmed as the host town for Samoa for Rugby League World Cup 2013. The 14-
team tournament will be hosted by England and Wales with games also in France and Ireland. 
 

        

Pictured above, Warrington’s FLAG reps Alex Chicken and Simon Bishop along with members of the town’s bid team and 
council and club reps celebrating the host nation announcement, . (courtesy of warringtonwolves.org) 

More than 500,000 spectators are expected to attend the 28 matches with a further 20 million people 
watching on TV around the world. Rugby League World Cup 2013 General Manager, Sally Bolton, said: 
"This Tournament is about putting the fans first and we feel that FLAG will provide a genuine platform to 
influence the creation of the best Rugby League World Cup in history." 
 
Jan Souness, Chair of Warrington's Host Town partners team, said: "This is a fantastic opportunity for Alex 
and Simon to play a unique role in creating the best Rugby League World Cup ever, giving local rugby fans 
a say in the running of the tournament is an important element of our plans." 
 
Alex Chicken said: "As a local resident and Season Ticket holder at Warrington Wolves I am proud to have 
been chosen to represent the views of the fans to ensure a successful and memorable Rugby League World 
Cup in 2013. Since 2004 I have been a Board member of the Supporters Trust and been involved with 
organising events at the club so I look forward to working with Simon on this new initiative for the town 
and club." 
 
"Born and bred in Warrington I have been a fan of Rugby League for nearly 30 years. As a Board member 
of Warrington Wolves Supporters Trust for the past eight years and having played Rugby League at 
university and recently touch rugby I feel my knowledge of the game and many contacts through various 
sources will help me work with Alex to best represent our town in helping deliver a successful World Cup 
for ‘The Greatest Game'." added Simon Bishop. 
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Squadbuilder Sponsor Scholarship Training Day 
 
Squadbuilder are proud to have sponsored a full training day for the Warrington Wolves Scholarship 
programme. Warrington Wolves youth development team have once again shown their commitment to 
enhancing the young talent coming through the club. The under 15 and under 16 scholarship squads were 
put through their paces in a full day's training at the University of Padgate Warrington Campus using the 
first team facilities. The day supported by SquadBuilder included a range of sessions in the gym, on the 
field and track focusing on skills, weights, speed and co-ordination as well as conditioning, video analysis 
and education sessions. 
 
Danny Fullerton, under 16s head coach, said: "The day was very intense for the players but it was good in 
that they spent a lot of time together which will help gel them as a team. It was a great learning opportunity 
too with skills, weights, video and education sessions with a lot to take on board." 
 
With a development pathway in place at the club numerous players have progressed well through the 
scholarship, academy and WolfPack with many eventually reaching first team training squad level and 
gaining international recognition. 
 
John Bastian, Director of Youth "The scholarship training days give our young players a full day of 
balanced activity, very similar to what our full time players experience. A big thank you to the Supporters 
Trust for providing financial support in making these days happen." 
 
 
@WarrWolvesST 
 
Shortly after the last Newsletter, we launched our Twitter account and already we very close to passing the 
500 followers mark. Twitter is a great way to instantly interact with fans, players and the club itself. If 
you’ve never tried it – give it a go, it can be fun! As well as informative and a great method of two way 
feedback. If you are a Twitter user but aren’t following us yet – you know what to do! Here are some of the 
highlights of mentions we have received from our first few months on Twitter: 
 
Trust in Widnes  @Trust_In_Widnes  
A big twitter welcome to our friends (and rivals) from the 
Warrington Wolves Supporters Trust @WarrWolvesST 
 
Adam White  @davies_white  
Pictures from today's stadium tour, now on 
@WarrWolvesST Facebook page. Take a look at "like" 
the page. https://www.facebook.com/Squadbuilder  
 
JaneAstrid  @nwsextherapy  
@WarrWolvesST Thanks for a great tour, proud to 
become members of the supporters trust  
http://pic.twitter.com/5QoW4feQ 
 

Chris Wright  @rudey_83  
@WarrWolvesST thank you for putting this on 
again! Had a laugh @TopTashHarrison for 
mastermind! 
 
Liam Baldry  @liambaldry  
@WarrWolvesST was a good night. Happy 
with 2nd http://pic.twitter.com/6TEpHhua 
 
Gail Lee  @drivingale  
@WarrWolvesST Quiz Night novice, but 
really enjoyed it. Thanks to Matty Blythe and 
Jake Eccleston. Think you might need a bigger 
room/teams!                   Continued on page 10 
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 Tyrone McCarthy  @TykeMc  
All you wolves fans get following @WarrWolvesST, 
does some great work for our youth system and has 
definitely helped me along the way!! 
 
Gareth O'Brien  @gareth_obrien  
Get following @WarrWolvesST tweeps they do so much 
for the academy and help young players through to the 
first Team !!! #wolves2012 
 
David Birch  @djbirchy  
All Wire fans should follow & join @WarrWolvesST 
They do a great job Lets spread the word 
 
Paul Burgum  @pburgum  
@WarrWolvesST Really enjoyed speaking to scholarship 
players yday about good mental health and see the 
fantastic work of the club and trust 
 
JaneAstrid  @nwsextherapy  
“@wolvesrl: Power Of The Wolves: WWST & 
SquadBuilder purchase Tendo units http://bit.ly/wRsawj” 
Well done @WarrWolvesST you do great work 
 
David Birch  @djbirchy  
Had a great night at @WarrWolvesST fans forum tonight. 
 
danny cameron  @tattoomandan  
@WarrWolvesST enjoyed it and so did my lads shame I 
had to leave early :-( 
 
Claire H  @Clarissa75  
Great night with new Wire boys (& JMonas!) at 
@WarrWolvesST. If you're a Wire fan, sign up, doing 
great work with youth development. 
 
James Wilkinson  @wilkinsonja  
Had fantastic night at @WarrWolvesST last night. Really 
interesting to get the player view of things. Big thanks to 
everyone involved. 
 
P&B Pictures  @PandBPictures  
Big well done to all those involved in another successful 
@WarrWolvesST Quiz Night. Cheers to 
@Chrishilly1987 for putting up with us! 
 

Claire T  @Clarissa75  
Another great quiz night at @WarrWolvesST , 
plus we came 3rd & won a signed top & wine! 
Shaping up to be a pretty good week… 
 
Dan Irwin  @DannyIrwin  
Great night at the Wire Quiz! Thanks Matty 
Blythe :-) 
 
Garreth Carvell  @carvs81  
Dissapointed with the result of the annual quiz 
at the HJ. can't believe @PaulWood_Wolves 
got a trophy. I'm sure it'll take pride of place 
 
Wynne Mitchell  @wazzaster  
Great night at the Wolves quiz thanks to David 
Solomona for lots of laughs & good answers, 
well done @angelampowers great quizmaster 
 
angela powers  @angelampowers  
@DannyIrwin @wazzaster aw thank you! I 
had a migraine which made reading rpetty 
tough but didn't want to miss the night :) 
 
Paul Wood  @PaulWood_Wolves  
Just come 2nd in the Warrington Wolves quiz 
night, not hard enough them questions, need 
test us more next year 
 
Gail Lee  @drivingale  
@wazzaster @bouchiebabes @dannyirwin 
Really good night, and a lot of the correct 
answers were discussed and then ignored. 
Good laugh though 
 
Ben Currie  @BenoCurrie  
Had a laugh at the annual quiz night at 
Warrington! :) come home with a cheeky 1st 
place trophy aswell! ;) �� 
 
Warrington Wolves  @wolvesrl  
The Original Wire Named Quiz Champions: 
Supporters Trust Quiz a great success once 
again. http://bit.ly/KgIuCg 
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PLAYER AWARDS OF 2012 
 
WWST sponsor monthly and annual awards for both 
the u18s and u20s teams. These awards have been 
presented as follows so far: 
 
February 
James Saltonstall (u20s) (pictured, top right) 
 
March 
Brad Dwyer (u20s). (pictured, middle right) 
 
April 
Joe Collins (u18s) (pictured, bottom right) and Jack 
Morrison (u20s) (pictured, bottom middle). 
 
May 
Gene Ormsby (u20s) (pictured, bottom left) 
 
(pictures courtesy of Bob Brough) 
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So What Do The Players Think 
 
Everything Squadbuilder does in terms of fundraising is to help the club’s youth development programmes 
to hopefully help build a solid home-grown nucleus for the first team squad. Hence the name – 
Squadbuilder! So what do the players who have and are benefitting from our – and hence your – 
fundraising efforts think of what we are trying to do? 
 
We set about seeking the views of three different groups of player – those already established in the first 
team squad, those just making the step up and the younger ones who are hoping to in the near future. 
Thanks to Rachel Arnett and Nick Rewcastle for getting some answers from the first two groups and thanks 
to WWST members Simon Bishop, Roy Chicken and Paul Martin for their interview with the younger 
players. And of course, thanks to John Bastian to helping organise plus all the players who contributed. 

 
Chris Riley 

Q. When you were coming through the academy 
how useful was the support and funding from 
Squadbuilder to your development?  
 
A. I think that when I was coming through, it had 

just started. It was a big help especially when you are a young 
lad coming through the squad, you don’t really get that much 
money and contracts are not really that high for you; you have 
got to go out there and earn it. So, Squadbuilder is a massive 
help, especially to the other young lads in the squad and that 
funding that they do give is massive and the support that they 
get is a massive help as well.  
 
Q. Do you think that Squadbuilder has developed and 
improved since you were part of the academy? 
 
A. Massively. I think it was up-and-coming when I first came 
through and I probably didn’t see as much benefit of it as I 
have seen with some of the younger lads now. I think that it’s 
a good cause for some of the younger lads who are coming 
through the squad and as I have said, we have seen a lot of 
lads coming through recently and maybe that’s down to some 
of the hard work that Squadbuilder has been doing. 
 

 
Tyrone McCarthy 

 
Q. Can you see how away-
days training camps now put 
on for the academy by 
Squadbuilder will help the 

younger players develop? 
 
A. It gives them time to gel as a group and 
a bit of team bonding. It is good for your 
development if you are working for 
people that you enjoy the company of. 
 
Q. In your opinion, would the players 
coming through the ranks be able to 
perform and make the transition into the 
first team as had they not has the 
assistance and support from 
Squadbuilder? 
 
A. I think that it would have been more 
difficult for them without Squadbuilder 
and has helped, especially me, develop 
with education. It has also helped me 
develop as a person, which helps you as a 
player too. It definitely helps to assist 
pushing them along that pathway. 
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Matty Blythe 

 
Q. Is it encouraging for the first team and the 
club to see how strong the backing from 
Squadbuilder is? 
 

A. Yeah, when we started we didn’t really hear about 
Squadbuilder much and now it has come on leaps-and-
bounds pushing the likes of Ben Currie and the Evans 
brothers and we are getting a lot of produce from the 
Squadbuilder.  
 
Q. Do the facilities now available to the academy, 
funded by Squadbuilder, such as boxing bags and Tendo 
Units help in developing and securing a good set of 
players for the future of the club? 
 
A. I think that if you are getting good equipment, it 
helps everyone’s development. We have got a good set-
up here and the academy use it often but it does help 
morale especially but with performance as well.  
 

 
Mike Cooper 

 
Q. How do you think the 
Squadbuilder is helping to develop 
the young players coming through? 
 

A. I think it is crucial because it provides them 
with a pathway and a bit of stability outside of 
the amateur game and the schooling etc. It is a 
direct pathway to the first team.  
 
Q. Having been supported by Squadbuilder early 
in your career how do you feel you benefited? 
 
A. Obviously financially but again it is just the 
support they have and the fact that we are all 
signed up with the Squadbuilder and they put 
the branding on our shirts making us a sort of 
one team. So it has been good, a good player 
pathway and like I said, the amount of 
fundraising they do and things like that is 
fantastic for the club.  
 

Gareth O’Brien 
 
Q. Did you find Squadbuilder’s 
funding played a big part in your 
development? 
 

A. Massive yeah, coming through the academy, 
for me, they can’t do enough for you. Along with 
the kit and putting trips on, especially for bonding 
at the start of the season it’s a massive help and it 
is a great set-up and a great support for the young 
fellers. 
 
Q. How have you found the move up from the 
academy to training and playing first team rugby? 
 
A. It is a big step, but I am thoroughly enjoying it. 
You meet some great players and you make some 
great friends so I am thoroughly enjoying my time 
here and it is great to be a part of.  
 

Ben Currie 
 
Q. Squadbuilder support the young players 
coming through the club, since joining do you 
feel they’ve helped you develop as player now 
capable of playing in the first team? 

 
A. Yeah, I think it obviously helps, raising funds and 
obviously creating better opportunities. They have 
been a good help to make me a better player.  
 
Q. What challenges have you are faced when breaking 
through to the 1st team set-up? Equipment and training 
days arranged by Squadbuilder helped make the 
transition easier? 
 
A. Yeah, there is not much difference going up from 
the academy to the first team, but obviously playing 
for the academy and the help you get from them really 
prepares you and helps you for the first team games. 
The only real challenges I have notices in stepping-up 
are the physical differences really to be honest.  
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Squadbuilder recently visited an Academy 
training session at the club’s University of 
Chester Padgate campus base. Before getting 
stuck into training, u20s players Gene 
Ormsby, Bobby Goulding and Jack Morrison 
gave up some time to talk to us about life as 
Warrington Wolves player and the help they 
receive from Squadbuilder. All three were 
key players in 2011, each winning an u18s 
player of the month award: Gene in March, 
Jack in April and Bobby in July. 
 
 
Pictured, left, Gene Ormsby, Bobbie Goulding and 
Jack Morrison from the u20s who recently met with 
Squadbuilder for this interview. 
 
 

 
We asked the lads how inspiring was it to see the likes of Gareth O’Brien, Brad Dwyer, Ben Currie and 
Jordan Burke making the step up to the first team. They were very quick to point out that they have played 
at u18s or u20s level with all nineteen of the players on the photo featured on page XXX – which was 
sitting proudly on the wall next to us above John Bastian’s desk. 
 
This photo helps emphasise the clear pathway to the 1st team for every player in the club. Those players 
now playing in or training with the 1st team provide great inspiration for everyone else and in fact all 1st 
team players act as great mentors. The senior players are very approachable and only too willing to pass on 
tips and advice. When a player steps back down into the u20s, he then passes on what he’s learnt both in 
training and during games with good on field talking. 
 
The dual registration / on loan systems offer a good way of further development for the players both in 
terms of playing skills and as people too. For example, returning to his hometown where he is a star name 
and playing for the 1st team at Barrow ought to help Ryan Shaw far more than playing at Academy level. 
 
Warrington Wolves as a club now has a very strong culture throughout – firstly, everyone is made to feel 
part of the whole family, all pulling together and secondly, there is a very clear winning mentality amongst 
everyone. The guys could see that whenever a player moves up or down a level, the impact was minimal 
because someone else can come in and very quickly adapt. 
 
John Bastian and his team play a big role in developing this culture. Success is constantly strived for 
through consistent discipline and a will to improve. Win or lose, once a performance has been reviewed, the 
next targets are identified and quickly focused on. Success can and should be enjoyed but there is no resting 
on laurels. 
 
This helps provide motivation to the players to not only play their part in the team effort, but also to shine 
and stand out to prove they are worthy of progression to the next level. Continual desire to improve and 
raise standards is a strong theme. 
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Sometimes, it feels like lessons learned in training are only minor but the guys noticed that even the little 
things can make a big difference in matches. New skills then quickly become accepted as normal. 
 
We asked Gene, Bobby and Jack if they felt the funding Squadbuilder provides makes a difference. They 
were very enthusiastic in their support for what we do. For example, even the small things like pieces of kit 
or a kit bag really boost morale for a young player and instantly helps make him feel part of the Warrington 
Wolves family. Whilst the training camps and trips we have funded either in part or full play a vital role in 
helping the squads bond together and get to know each other, often in non-rugby environments. It is good 
to sometimes put them out of their comfort zone and do some other activities. 
 
Finally, we let slip news of one of the next big things we are considering helping to fund – the provision of 
an ice plunge pool at the training campus. This could be used by players at all age groups, both after 
training and after matches. The idea went down very well – particularly with forward Jack who said he 
often can’t feel his legs after a game! The sooner he can get into a cold bath to help him recover the better. 
 
Squadbuilder would like to thank John Bastian for arranging the meeting but most of all Gene, Bobby and 
Jack for being an absolute pleasure to speak to (and listen to mainly!). They are a credit to themselves and 
the club and they filled us with optimism that the future Primrose and Blue is very bright indeed! 
 
 
Thank you to: Warrington Wolves for some of the content for this newsletter and also Bob Brough, who 
took many of the photos used. 
 
 
Meet the Board! 
 
The Warrington Wolves Supporters’ Trust is run on an entirely voluntary basis by a board of fans whose 
positions are approved by members at the AGM. The current board is made up as follows: 
 
Roy Chicken (Chairman), Paul Martin (Treasurer), Godfrey Gwilliam (Secretary), Chris Bickerdike 
(Membership Secretary), Joyce Woods (Minutes Secretary), Stan Lewandowski (Lancs Fed Rep), Neil 
Dowson (Club Rep), Andy Topham (Club Rep), Dave Rawsthorne (Disabled Fans Rep), Pauline Nelson 
(Council Rep), Alex Chicken, Simon Bishop, Ian Deakin, Jodie Miller, Heather Mitchell. 
 
 
Membership Forms 
 
If you have not joined us or have a friend of family member who would like to join, then please either visit 
our website www.squadbuilder.co.uk or make use of the joining forms printed on pages 8 and 9. 
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MEMBER BENEFITS 
 
New for 2012! We at the WWST are really grateful for the continued support of our current members and 
would like to appeal to other fans to join us too. With both of these in mind, we have looked at what 
benefits can be provided to members. We hope you will agree we have been able to put together a fantastic 
list as follows: 

SILVER LEVEL (TRUST, £5 pa) 

 1 Share in the Trust 

 Free entry into some events, priority 
booking for others 

 Newsletter quarterly 

 Vote at the AGM 

 Entry into New Shirt Draw 

 Exclusive access to players, coaches, club 
staff and other RL figures at various events 

 Be a part of the official link between fans 
and the club – your chance to have your say 
on key issues or simply ask questions. 

 Exclusive early access to selected club news 

GOLD LEVEL (SQB, £5 pm or £60 pa) 
 

 All Silver Benefits plus: 

 Entry into draw for 2 pairs of Hospitality 
tickets each season 

 2x Hospitality Discounts 

 Entry into Player Shirt Draw 

 Captain’s Run event 

 Opportunity to present U20s & U18s Player 
of Month Awards 

 One-off Wolfware Voucher 

 Pride from investing in the future 

 
EVENTS FOR 2012 
Unless otherwise stated, entry is free to WWST members and £5 for non-members (12 months Silver 
membership free on payment): 
 
FEB: Stadium tour – exclusive first look at 
completed extension work plus behind the scenes 
tour of other facilities. 
 
FEB: New Players Fans Forum, with Joel 
Monaghan, Trent Waterhouse, Stefan Ratchford, 
Chris Hill, Rhys Evans. 
 
MAY: Annual WWST Quiz – the ever popular sell-
out event returns for the 8th time. 
 
JUL: Fans’ Day, Saturday 21st July 10:45am: meet 
your favourite first team players for photos and 
autographs. 
 

 
JUL: Captains and Coaches Evening, Wednesday 
25th July 6:45pm: Q&A with Tony Smith, Adrian 
Morley, Richard Marshall and James Mendeika, 
followed by Trust AGM. 
 
AUG: Balloon Race, to take place before a match, 
with prizes for the three returned from the greatest 
distance. 
 
AUG: Player of the Year. Vote for Player of the 
Year, Most Memorable Try and Top Tackler. 
 
Events may be added, removed or changed as the 
year progresses. 

 


